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ABSTRACT
Until recently there has been little evidence available to validate any method by which to make an accurate diagnosis of an

osteoporotic vertebral fractures (OVFs) fromplain radiographs. In part this reflects a lack of a completely satisfactory “gold standard,”

but primarily it relates to the absence of well-designed prospective studies in this context. Historically, OVFs were recognized by

evidence of macroscopic structural failure in vertebrae using the criteria applied elsewhere in the skeleton. This comprised altered

alignment, fragmentation, cortical disruptions, and breaks, among other changes. However, these morphological criteria were

replaced by vertebral morphometry, referring to the use of quantitative or quasi-quantitative measurement tools for fracture

diagnosis. Vertebral morphometry emerged as an understanding of and treatment for osteoporosis evolved, mainly in response to

the need for expeditious assessments of large numbers of spine images for epidemiological and pharmaceutical purposes. Although

most of the descriptions of suchmorphometric tools have stressed that they were not to be applied to clinical diagnosis with respect

to individual patients, this constraint has been widely disregarded. Here we review the major attempts to develop a diagnostic

strategy for OVF and describe their characteristics in adults and children. Recent evidence suggests thatmorphometric (quantitative;

ie, based on measurement of dimensions and shape description) criteria are inferior to morphologic (qualitative; ie, based on

structural integrity) vertebral damage assessment in identifying people with low bone density and at an increased risk of future

fracture. Thus there is now an evidentiary basis for suggesting that morphological assessment is the preferred strategy for use in

diagnosing OVF from radiographs. © 2019 American Society for Bone and Mineral Research.
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Introduction

Osteoporotic vertebral fractures (OVFs) are important in the

identification of those at risk of future osteoporotic

fracturing for several reasons: OVFs are the most frequent

type of osteoporotic fracture;(1) they are associated with

considerable morbidity and mortality;(2) and OVFs predispose

to both further fracturing(3) and to the fracture cascade.(4)

Recognition of OVF is therefore important in risk estimation as

exemplified by several published clinical guidelines.(5–7) How-

ever, OVFsmay often be relatively asymptomatic(8) so that, in the

absence of localizing symptoms, spinal fracture status is usually
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determined by obtaining lateral radiographs of the spine from T4
to L4 either by conventional methods or by dual-energy X-ray

absorptiometry (DXA) devices operating in imaging mode.(9)

However, an overriding limitation of the literature of OVF,

including those quoted above, has been that of inconsistency in

how vertebral fractures are defined.(10,11)

The aim of this review is to provide a critical overview of the

evolution of the methods for vertebral fracture diagnosis;

examine the current state-of-the-art in clinical practice; weigh

the advantages and drawbacks of the most commonly used

approaches; and finally suggest recommendations for clinical

practice intended for radiologists, epidemiologists, and related

professionals working in the “bone field.” Although the article

mostly relates to adult data, reference is also made to distinctive

features of vertebral fractures in children.

The Evolving Diagnosis of OVF

The era of visual assessment

Historically, OVFs were diagnosed by applying the standard

criteria for fracture diagnosis; ie, those used elsewhere in the

skeleton, namely observing breaks or discontinuities in bony

architecture and other evidence of bony disruption and altered

alignment. That this might occasionally be difficult in the spine

had been already recognized.(12)

At a time when OVFs were seen as little more than an

unavoidable consequence of aging, their accurate recognition

had limited clinical implications. Similarly, there was little

incentive to provide a sound evidentiary basis for the imaging

diagnosis of OVF. This changed with the recognition of

osteoporosis as a treatable disease and the emergence of

pivotal trials of effective treatments.(13,14) With their necessarily

large enrollments, emphasis became focused on morphometry

(quantitative; ie, based on measurement of dimensions and

shape description) rather than on morphology (qualitative; ie,

based on structural integrity).

Emergence of the morphometric paradigm

Faced with the enormous logistical hurdle of assessing repeated

spinal radiographs of very many subjects, strategies that were

less expert-dependent and (at the time) less labor-intensive

became important in the design of such trials. This way, the

necessary morphometric judgments progressed sometimes to

become automated and/or delegated to “radiological assis-

tants.” Despite this evolution, these methods continued to lack

an evidence-based foundation.(8,10,11)

Hurxthal(15) had made early observations about vertebral

dimensions and Barnett and Nordin(16) in a seminal paper had

earlier suggested a quantitative approach to OVF diagnosis that

has come to be described generically as vertebral morphometry.

It is particularly fascinating to realize that the latter two

investigators were already concerned in 1960with documenting

vertebral biconcavity, ie, endplate deformation in osteoporosis,

which they regarded as a crucial feature of the disease with no

reference to “wedging” or other morphometric deformities.

With endplate deformation and wedging being, respectively,

central to the differences between the two distinctive diagnostic

approaches (addressed here and described in detail in Table 1,

this illustrates that to a large extent the following narrative

traces a trajectory that takes the reader on a near 60-year

circuitous journey, whichmight be described in the words of T.S.

Eliot: “the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we

started and know the place for the first time.”

Since those beginnings, numerous ingenious morphometric

tools have been described that, if the basic premise that fractures

are the principal cause of vertebral deformity is accepted, might

potentially provide effective diagnosis. Although most have

been accompanied by some proof of concept, none have

addressed their validity against a gold standard on a scale that

might amount to evidence of efficacy (Table 1), let alone involve

prospective, multicenter, multiobserver methods with an

explicit “gold standard.” Briefly, some of the methods that

have been proposed are described below:

� Vertebral height difference of 4mm. Kleerekoper and

colleagues(17) proposed using absolute differences in

various dimensions between adjacent vertebrae be used

for diagnosis, suggesting that a 4-mm or greater difference

in the heights of adjacent adult vertebral bodies be used as a

basic measure for OVF diagnosis and the grades summed as

a spinal deformity score. This suggestion of a 4-mm

threshold was repeated by Guglielmi and colleagues(18) in

the radiological literature without reference to the limi-

tations caused by magnification inherent in the divergent

beam geometry of radiography.

Table 1. Comparison of Morphometric and Morphological Methods of Scoring OVFs

Morphometric criteriaa Morphologic criteriab

Modestly associated with BMD levels and low-trauma incident

vertebral fractures, but not consistently across different studies,

and with nonvertebral fractures

More strongly associated with BMD levels and incident vertebral

and nonvertebral fractures compared to morphometric criteria

Prevalent Grade 1 deformities are weakly or not at all associated

with incident nonvertebral fractures

Grade 1 ABQ (“mABQ”) as defined in Lentle and colleagues,40

lesions associated with incident OVF and non-OVF fractures

Lesser degrees of interobserver and intraobserver agreement Higher degrees of interobserver and intraobserver agreement

Bimodal anatomical distribution of prevalent OVF with peaks in

both the mid-thorax region and at the thoracolumbar junction

Principally a unimodal anatomical distribution with a peak in the

thoracolumbar junction

Fractures are graded based on severity Fractures might be graded using morphometric criteria

The default method in children prior to complete mineralization of

the centrum as the spine matures

Cannot be applied prior to complete mineralization of the

centrum as the spine matures

OVF¼ osteoporotic vertebral fracture.
aDefined by asymmetric vertebral dimensions; quantitative.
bMainly defined by breaks in and distortions of vertebral endplates; qualitative.
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� Relative vertebral dimensions compared with those of the

same or normal vertebrae. Measurements of individual

vertical vertebral dimensions may be compared with either

reference to a normal data base or with othermeasurements

of the same vertebra. For example, McCloskey and

colleagues(19) determined normal ranges for vertebral

dimensions from radiographs in 100 women aged 45 to

50 years. These included ranges for ratios to posterior

vertebral heights (anterior/posterior, central/posterior, and

posterior/predicted from T4 to L5 to be used as reference

values in diagnosing disease. (Note: L5 will always be

contentious in this context and Genant and colleagues(20)

properly suggested it be excluded from morphometry

because of wide variations in its dimensions present from

birth—typically Ha>>Hp (where Ha is anterior height, and

Hp is posterior height).

� Vertebral areal measurement. Nelson and colleagues(21) have

suggested that reductions in vertebral areal measurements

are indicative of fracture occurrence, and that its estimation

might improve morphometric fracture detection. Accepting

that the sample size was small, they found that in 10

individuals the proposed method was a reliable index of

vertebral relative size when comparisons were made

between two centers.

� Population-based normal values for vertebral shape. Jackson

and colleagues(22) developed a statistical model in which

they extracted reference norms for vertebral shape from a

subset of the CaMos population data, and then used such

data to categorize any deformity in the remaining sample.

� Anterior vertebral height summation and the Spine Deformity

Index (SDI). Diacinti and colleagues(23) proposed using a

summation of the anterior heights of all vertebrae between

T4 and L4 as an index of spinal fracture detriment, whereas

Minne and colleagues(24) went further and compared

vertebral heights to the orderly increase in size expected

from T4 downward, to determine an index of deviations that

they described as the SDI.

The various morphometric tools have been comparedwith no

clear superiority evident for any given tool, and, importantly,

there has been no prospective determination of an optimum

numerical threshold to be used for fracture diagnosis.(25) Rosol

and colleagues(26) have further shown that the use of digitized

images for morphometry is accurate and reproducible in

comparison with the use of Vernier calipers on the original

radiographs.

Thus morphometry became an entrenched approach to

fracture recognition and, as a measure of its perceived

importance, pedagogical programs in morphometric methodol-

ogyweredeveloped.(27) The topic has been reviewedby Jergas(28)

and others.(29,30) Meanwhile, several constraints upon morpho-

metric assessments have been identified including regional,

ethnic, and gender-based differences in vertebral size, heights,

and ratios.(31,32) Moreover, the reviews have largely been

unequivocal in stressing that measurement-based vertebral

assessment for OVF diagnosis is only to be used in population

studies and not in the clinical evaluation of individual

patients.(27,29,30) McCloskey and colleagues(19) illustrated this

emphasis by specifying this contention in the title of their

publication. At the same time it has often been stressed that

morphometric “diagnosis” needs the intervention of an “expert”

(radiologist or experienced clinician) to minimize false-positive

readings,(25,28,29) another constraint that is often ignored.

Vertebral morphometry remains widely used in diagnosing

OVF often without recognition of these limitations so that

equating morphometric deformities with fractures may poten-

tially lead to high false-positive rates as described below.(33)

In the early 1990s, Genant and colleagues(20) proposed a

diagnostic strategy, labeled the Genant Semi-Quantitative tool

(GSQ). The method was based on a strictly visual of both

quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the vertebral body;

it was quasi-morphometric in specifically not requiring a

measurement but a visual estimate resulting in a numerical

grade (hence semiquantitative). The method became a form of

structured reporting, then unusual but now more common. In

more detail, one or other vertical dimension(s)—Ha, Hm, or Hp—

(where a, m, and p are the anterior, middle, or posterior visually

estimated vertebral heights of a given vertebra, respectively) are

compared. Depending on which of the heights is reduced,

deformities are classified based on shape (wedge, biconcave, and

crush) and then graded visually: grade 0 (normal <20%

difference); grade 1 (20% to 25% in height reduction and in

area of 10% to 20%); grade 2 (25% to 40%height reduction and in

area of 20% to 40%); and grade 3 (>40% in height and area)

(Fig. 1). The original description of GSQ included both quantita-

tive and qualitative elements in the analysis, also stressing the

importance of recognizing end-plate fractures as characteristic of

OVF; ie, it was intended to be a hybrid method. The GSQmethod

has been used in particular in epidemiological and pharmacoe-

pidemiological studies.(13,14) Unfortunately, in its widespread

application, the quantitative elements of the GSQ tool, not least

the iconic diagram,(20,30) have tended to be applied in isolation.

That diagram published by Genant and colleagues(20) has often

been reproduced and was later embellished.

GSQ brought clarity to morphometry but its validity was not

assessed except that it was found to be reproducible in the

Fig. 1. A thoracic vertebra demonstrating abnormal morphometry

(semiquantitative dimensions). The anterior vertical diameter measures

less than the posterior by >25%. This vertebra is otherwise intact.
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department in which it was conceived.(34) It has become so

widely used as to be considered the default method for use in

both epidemiological and clinical settings.(28)

As noted, the GSQ method relies on “measureless” measure-

ments, ie, an eyeball estimate of vertebral dimensions, a

potential source of observer error. This is compounded by the

fact that the sagittal section of a normal vertebra cannot have

equal heights anteriorly and posteriorly because, in the normal

thoracic spine, for example, the typical kyphosis requires that

each segment must be slightly wedge-shaped.

Recently, given digitized images and commercial scoring

software, morphometry has been further modified without any

substantive change in its purpose.(35) In the context of this

review the challenge is now to design algorithms to also

recognize qualitative evidence of OVF.

The qualitative or morphologic paradigm

An early attempt was made by Smith and colleagues(36) in the

1960s to standardize radiological practice in recognizing

morphologic or qualitative signs of fracture. Meunier and

colleagues,(37) in the late 1970s, used a hybrid qualitative/

quantitative approach to diagnosing OVF. Later, Fabrequet and

colleagues,(38) in a study of degenerative disease in men in

France, used the GSQ tool but only accepted that a vertebra was

fractured if it also betrayed evidence of structural damage; ie,

qualitative evidence of fracturing. Their intent was not to

examine the validity of the tool but use it to ask a different

question of their data concerning degenerative disease.

However, Fechtenbaum and colleagues(33) approached the

problem differently in the clinical context of rheumatology (in

which secondary osteoporosis is common) with their work

directed at standardizing the definition of OVF. These workers

were intent on observer issues and did not attempt to resolve

the more fundamental question of veracity by assessing the

relationship between radiological signs and biologically authen-

tic parameters such as a relationship with lower bone mineral

density (BMD) and fracture outcomes. First, they standardized

the method of obtaining radiographs (developing a technical

manual for the acquisition of images). This, however, is a

frequently disregarded aspect, despite the importance of image

quality as a component of an accurate diagnosis. Second, they

developed a diagnostic algorithm, different from the Algorithm-

Based Qualitative (ABQ) algorithm described in the next

paragraph (although it shares some of its features). Last, they

assessed intraobserver and interobserver agreement before and

after attending a pedagogical session. They found that the

number of patients having at least one fracture after the

consensus-building exercise went from 13 to 26 patients out of

30. Eight of the 11 readers did particularly well. The agreement

among these experts was, however, only 75% overall and 70% at

first reading. The methods used by these investigators suggest

the need for pedagogical programs to support scientific

evidence related to vertebral fracture diagnosis.(38)

During extensive revision of incident vertebral fractures from

radiographs of clinical trials at Sheffield University, Jiang and

colleagues(39) noted that all such fractures involved endplate

deformity and in 2004, proposed the use of a structured version

of the morphologic (qualitative) approach to fracture diagnosis:

the ABQ tool. This method was intended to bring some rigor to

qualitative diagnosis and focuses on the recognition of vertebral

endplate damage (Fig. 2) while excluding various confounders

that also cause such damage, such as Schmorl nodes,

Scheuermann disease, and the Cupid bow anomaly. The need

to exclude these conditions does imply the need for qualified

observers that are able to resolve the differential diagnosis. In

the study reported by Jiang and colleagues,(39) the number of

women with vertebral fractures according to the GSQ paradigm

was twice the number identified by morphological (qualitative)

criteria and more than three times the number of those

identified by use of the ABQ protocol. In applying the ABQ

method there is the option to obtain extra images in different

projections to assess the integrity of the endplate. Newer

technologies have progressively been shown to add diagnostic

power if used with discrimination.(28)

In the meantime, skepticism about low-grade morphometric

deformities began to materialize.(40) Johansson and col-

leagues(41) had already reported that, although low-grade

vertebral deformities were associated with incident vertebral

abnormalities, they did not predict nonvertebral fractures.

Moreover, there were an increasing number of prospective

studies that ignored GSQ grade 1 deformities as a valid index of

vertebral fracturing.(33,42)

The Present

Until very recently, there remained no satisfactory evidentiary

basis to justify the preferential use of morphometric, morpho-

logic, or mixed criteria in any one or other guise, for application

in clinical practice.(11) However, Oei and colleagues,(43) Lentle

and colleagues,(44) and Deng and colleagues(45) have all recently

reported comparisons of the morphological (qualitative) and

quasi-morphometric (quantitative) approaches to the diagnosis

Fig. 2. Any measurable differences in the vertical diameters of this

vertebra (L1) are less than 25% but there is evidence of deformity and

rupture of the superior end-plate, that is an abnormal morphological

(structural) feature and evidence of fracture.
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of OVF in large prospective studies in participants of both sexes.

These studies’ population sizes were 7582, 6236, and 3907

subjects, respectively. All three population-based studies with

community-dwelling participants found that morphological

fractures correlated inversely, and far better than morphometric

ones, with BMD.(43–45) Grade 1 morphometric deformities (as

defined by the GSQ method) were only weakly associated with

incident OVFs and not at all with incident nonvertebral fractures

as previously observed by Johansson and colleagues.(41) In the

Rotterdam Study, fractures scored by quantitative morphome-

try, when including grade 1 in the definition, were weakly

associated with incident nonvertebral fractures.(43) Contrast-

ingly, prevalent grade 1 OVFs defined by a modified morpho-

logic ABQ (mABQ) method were associated with a significant

occurrence of both incident OVFs and incident nonvertebral

fragility fractures(44) (Table 1). At the other end of the scale,

grade 3 or severe OVFs as defined by either method were readily

recognized as fractures because at that point the radiological

signs converge as noted by Szulc.(46)

Observer Variables

A limitation of imaging research is that there are intrinsic

subjective elements, meaning that any investigator is con-

strained in respect of both skill and vigilance. It has also been

found that any innovation can be expected to perform better in

the hands of its originators, as has occurred with OVF diagnosis.

The GSQ tool was initially found to be highly reproducible within

the department from which it originated,(20) but, subsequently,

has performed less well.(34) The reasons are probably many, but

likely include the commitment of those involved in the initial

appraisals, as well as their better education in the precepts

involved. No doubt reproducibility of the ABQ tool will also be

prone in time to suffer a similar decline.

Ideally, imaging research comparing the diagnostic efficacy of

techniques requires the involvement of multiple centers and

observers with differing levels of experience and expertise. The

CaMos study has approached such standards by involving

clinicians, radiologists with differing backgrounds, and residents

having completed their rotation in musculoskeletal radiology,

calibrated by face-to-face interaction to ensure agreement

about the basic criteria to be used.(44) During the comparison of

the mABQ and GSQ methods, the GSQ imperative to visually

judge the morphometric assessment was maintained, except

that it was permissible to use a caliper to guide the assessment

(it being found that otherwise the GSQ assessments would differ

far more dramatically). The conclusions were unambiguous in

that observer disagreements among all parties were signifi-

cantly smaller with the use of the mABQ tool than the GSQ.(44)

In the study reported from Rotterdam, the ABQ assessment

was performed by two teams each of seven research assistants

and morphometric assessment was done with the assistance of

the Spine AnalyzerTM commercial software.(35,43) Definite or

uncertain vertebral fractures observed using the ABQ method

were then assessed by a musculoskeletal radiologist. There was

little observer variation between techniques.

The Hong Kong (Deng and colleagues(45)) study used

consensus in resolving the problem of observer disagreement

and no information is provided on the scale of such

disagreement. However, observer performance remains an

issue and Jensen and colleagues(12) have pointed out that

observer agreement may be a chance occurrence.

Coincidentally, these three publications(43–45) appeared

nearly simultaneously. Had this been planned, identical

diagnostic criteria might have been used across the studies.

The differences in the relevant publications are tabulated in

Table 2. It is evident that they are minor and potentially within

the range of observer error. Consequently, it can reasonably be

concluded that morphologic fracture criteria better reflect the

generalized increase in skeletal fragility that characterizes

osteoporosis than do morphometric or quasi-morphometric

methods. However, the data from Jiang and colleagues(39)

indicate that the two methods may perform differently,

although in general, morphological (qualitative) criteria outper-

form morphometric (quantitative) ones in characterizing OVFs.

Thus, in the study by Jiang and colleagues,(39) the prevalence of

vertebral fracture was lowest when the ABQ paradigmwas used;

they attributed this to the more stringent criteria used in the

ABQ paradigm to rule out deformation due to causes other than

osteoporotic fracture. On the other hand, this may have led to

false-negative results. This tension—the reciprocity between

sensitivity and specificity—will be familiar to any investigator

who has compared the relative power of diagnostic techniques.

Nevertheless, the main source of disagreement between

methods as compared by Jiang and colleagues(39) was the large

number of prevalent fractures identified by the purely

morphometric application of the GSQ method but not by either

the relatively loose qualitative morphological criteria or the

more rigorous formalism of the ABQ method of diagnosis. They

found “many of these were mild thoracic wedge fractures

identified as non-fracture deformities or normal variants by the

other two methods.”(39) They go on to note that “bone density

was lower in the women with fractures as designated

consistently by all three methods [ie, qualitative, semiquantita-

tive and ABQ], than in women with discrepant [G]SQ fractures.”

Differences in the way various methods of fracture definition are

applied will inevitably lead to a certain amount of disagreement

between methods, but the disproportionately large number of

discrepant [G]SQ fractures identified in the Jiang and

colleagues(39) study raises questions about the true nature of

these “deformities.” Notably, the prevalence of morphologic

vertebral fractures was very similar in the three recent studies

described here.(43–45) A comparison of the methods is summa-

rized in Table 2, and some examples of radiographs illustrating

the different diagnostic scenarios across methods are presented

in Fig. 1.

Deng and colleagues(45) and others(8,17) have compared

fracture rates among differing populations examined for

vertebral fracture prevalence and incidence. It is at present

difficult to draw any conclusionswithout some consensus on the

taxonomy of vertebral lesions.

The problem of not having a reliable gold standard

remains.(46) A case can be made for a set of reference teaching

images agreed to by some investigators in this context, who will

likely have benefitted from the feedback from their research.

There is also a precedent in the fields of occupational medicine

and radiology for using reference images in applying standard-

ized chest radiographs for consistency in diagnosing and

grading the industrial pneumoconioses,(47) a model which

might be adopted in the osteoporosis field. Alternatively,

pedagogical support might be offered in specialized national

centers, and some international training courses are starting to

be offered to the bone research community. For the future, it

may be expected that machine learning and computer-aided

diagnosis will be successfully applied to this problem.(48)
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Table 2. Overview of Characteristics of Studies Referred to Across This Review and the Methods Used to Define OVF

Authors

Study aim and description of scoring

method Study population and findings Conclusions

Genant and

colleagues(20)
(a) Aim: compare an SQ method of defining

OVF with a quantitative one. To estimate

interobserver and intraobserver

reproducibility of the SQ approach

(b) OVF defined with (1) visual estimation of

significant vertebral deformity (minimum

20% difference in vertical dimensions, etc.),

namely the SQ method; and (2) direct

measurement of vertebral dimensions,

namely QM

(c) Reference to endplate fractures but

diagnosis not contingent on these

(a) n ¼ 57 (women)

(b) Excellent intrareader agreement and

good interrater agreement

(c) There were more OVFs located at the

midthoracic region according to SQ

compared to QM

(a) Excellent to good agreement for the

intraobserver and interobserver variability

of the SQ approach

(b) Modest agreement between the

morphometric and semimorphometric

approach

(c) Advice to use a combined approach

incorporating both SQ and morphometric

methods for clinical drug trials in

osteoporosis

Jiang and

colleagues(39)
(a) Aim: comparison of methods for the

visual identification of OVF

(b) OVF defined with (1) visual estimation

on presence of endplate depression and

differential diagnosis with a range of spine

disorders; (2) visual estimation of significant

vertebral deformity (minimum 20%

difference in vertical dimensions, etc.),

namely the SQ method; and (3) Qual.

Reader 1 assessed the radiographs

qualitatively with the aid of a radiological

atlas of normal variants

(a) n ¼ 375 (women)

(b) Moderate agreement between Qual and

ABQ, poor between SQ and Qual and

between SQ and ABQ

(c) Women with ABQ-defined OVF had

lower BMD compared to those defined with

SQ or Qual

(d) ABQ OVFs were mostly located at the

thoracolumbar junction whereas Qual and

SQ OVFs were at the midthoracic region

(a) Poor agreement between methods

arises mainly from difficulties in

differentiating true fracture from

nonfracture deformity

(b) The ABQ approach attempts to address

this (c) Need for further testing in a larger

study population

Oei and

colleagues(43)
(a) Aim: estimate statistical measures of

agreement and prevalence of osteoporotic

vertebral fractures across the two most

commonly applied assessment methods

(b) OVF defined by a team of seven trained

research assistants applied readings using a

commercial morphometric tool(35) (QM), a

second team of another seven trained

research assistants, applied the algorithm

designed described above (ABQ), with

definite or uncertain findings reviewed by a

musculoskeletal radiologist) (Morphologic)

(a) n ¼ 7582 (both sexes)

(b) Interrater agreement was moderate for

both methods and intramethod agreement

was poor

(c) The prevalence of ABQ-defined OVF was

lower compared to QM-defined OVF

(d) ABQ OVF were more strongly associated

with BMD and future fracture risk

compared to QM

(e) ABQ-defined OVF were mostly located

at the thoracolumbar junction whereas QM

OVF were mostly located at the midthoracic

region

(f) Intermethod agreement increased when

excluding mild deformities for the

definition of QM or when reassessing mild

QM for endplate depression

Mild deformities should be assessed for

endplate depression, thereby decreasing

false-positive QM fractures and

reconciling the two methods

Lentle and

colleagues(44)
(a) Aim: to compare the GSQ and an mABQ

tool for radiologic

(b) OVF defined by radiologists (including a

musculoskeletal rad.) applying (1) GSQ

method above and (2) same radiologists

strictly applying an algorithm (modified

after Jiang and colleagues(39); mABQ)

designed to exclude false positives

(a) n ¼ 6236 (both sexes)

(b) Observer agreement was higher for

mABQ compared to GSQ

(c) The prevalence of OVF was lower when

defined with mABQ compared to GSQ

(d) mABQ-defined OVFs were more strongly

associated with low BMD compared to GSQ

(e) Prevalent mABQ were more strongly

associated with incident OVF and non-OVF

fractures

Defining OVF by mABQ is preferred to the

use of GSQ for clinical assessments

Deng and

colleagues(45)
(a) Aim: to evaluate ECF-based method for

detecting OVF in elderly Chinese

population

(a) n ¼ 3907 (both sexes)

(b) ECF-defined OVFs are associated with

lower BMD compared to GSQ-defined OVFs

ECF might be more specific to assess mild

OVF
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The Segmental Distributions of Fractures

Jiang and colleagues,(39) Oei and colleagues,(43) and Lentle and

colleagues(44) have examined the segmental distribution of OVF

and all three studies have found it follows specific patterns, likely

reflecting, in part, differing biomechanical stresses and struc-

tural properties across anatomical regions of the spine. All three

reports note a distinct distribution of ABQ-diagnosed fractures

with a principal peak at the thoracolumbar junction. Jiang and

colleagues(39) distinguish morphometric, short vertebral height

(SVH), a morphometric variant (see the SVH section below), and

ABQ findings, whereas Oei and colleagues(43) and Lentle and

colleagues(44) compare only quasi-morphometric and morpho-

logical findings. In all cases quasi-morphometric lesions have a

different distribution of prevalent OVF with a principal peak in

the mid-thorax. This again suggests that the difference between

the two is more fundamental than simply that of two alternative

means of describing the same phenomenon.

SVH

The diagnosis of OVF has been complemented by observations

arising from the Osteoporosis and Ultrasound (OPUS) trial.(49)

These investigators used the ABQ tool for diagnosis and

developed the concept of SVH to explain their findings that

prevalentmorphometric (but non-ABQ) “fractures” (ie, vertebrae

with abnormal morphometry but intact endplates) were

common. They used a morphometric threshold of 15% and

distinguished three groups of patients: normal (n¼ 297), those

with fractures diagnosed using the ABQ tool (n¼ 231); and those

with one or more SVH vertebrae (n¼ 376).(49) There was never

more than a rudimentary basis for the use of 20% as a GSQ quasi-

morphometric fracture threshold(25) so the use of a lower

threshold enlarges the “morphometric” classification by use of a

lower cut point. The BMD was significantly lower in the ABQ-

diagnosed fracture group than in the SVH group and there was a

significant association between the diagnosis of such fractures

and a history of low-trauma nonvertebral and vertebral fractures

(p< 0.001, odds ratios¼ 3.2 and 20.6, respectively).(49) However,

there was also an association between a “diagnosis” of SVH and

previous low-trauma nonvertebral fractures (p< 0.05, odds

ratio¼ 1.7). The OPUS investigators concluded that SVH seg-

ments, without evidence of central endplate fracture and

occurring in menopausal women, are by and large unrelated to

osteoporosis and confirmed in a later publication that SVH did

not correlate with BMD.(50) Further, a subsequent study in the

same population showed that young women (20 to 40 years)

were just as likely to have SVH as older women (55 to 85 years) in

the OPUS study, suggesting that SVH was most likely to develop

during childhood.(51) Morphometric deformities likely represent

a continuous range of disease, if such it is, from minimal to

severe. Perhaps a diagnostic label of SVH is less unwieldy than

“morphometric deformity,” pending the opportunity to clarify

the exact implications of this finding.

Fracture Grading

Because the prognosis of OVF relates to both the number and

severity of “fractures”(2) an innovative strength of the GSQ

“morphometric” model of fracture diagnosis is that it grades

fracture severity from grade 0 to grade 3. No such grading is

implicit in the qualitative,morphological models described here,

although in the CaMos study the mABQ tool was blended with

the GSQ grading system.(44) In the Rotterdam Study(43) fractures

scored by ABQ and quantitative morphometry grade 2 and 3

held stronger associations with fractures (both vertebral and

nonvertebral), as well as with BMD, age, and sex. These data

suggest the clinical utility of a grading system. Although

potential criticisms of the GSQ grading system are that it is

nonlinear (with thresholds of 20%, 25%, and 40% for grades 1 to

3) and that it has not been validated, it is hallowed by use and

might be difficult to improve upon. However, as Jiang and

colleagues(39) observed, morphologic fractures may occur in

vertebrae that would be graded morphometrically as normal

(grade 0), so that any grading system for future use has to

provide for that contingency (scored as ABQ 0). In the Rotterdam

Study, 35% of the ABQ fractures were observed in vertebrae

without morphometric compromise.(43)We believe that fracture

grading should be preserved, perhaps using the Genant tool but

only when allied to recognition of the qualitative signs of

fracturing.

It has become common to suggest that “low-grade fractures”

be disregardedwithout reference to how these are defined. That

view is only supported by the data noted here if there is no

morphologic fracture in reference to purely “morphometric”

lesions and may be open to debate.

Vertebral Fractures in Children

OVFs in children, usually due to glucocorticoid administration

for serious diseases such as leukemia, chronic juvenile arthritis,

renal disease, and Duchenne muscular dystrophy, among

several others, require a separate understanding.(52–56) OVFs

are a frequent manifestation of bone fragility in children, to the

extent now that spine imaging for vertebral fracture detection is

prioritized over BMD in the bone health assessment of at-risk

children.(57,58) Routine monitoring in those at risk is paramount

because OVFs in the young are frequently asymptomatic, similar

to observations in at-risk adults. Care will be impacted across the

lifespan as affected children increasingly live longer.(59,60)

In childhood, fractures often heal and the affected vertebrae

may reshape and regain their original or near-original

configuration, if the threat to bone health is transient and there

remains sufficient residual growth potential to effect complete

Table 2. (Continued)

Authors

Study aim and description of scoring

method Study population and findings Conclusions

(b) OVFs were defined by (1) presence of

endplate/cortex fracture; and (2) applying

GSQ method described above

(c) ECF-defined OVFs were mostly located

at the thoracolumbar junction

OVF¼ osteoporotic vertebral fracture; SQ¼ semiquantitative; QM¼quantitative morphometry; Qual¼qualitative visual assessment; ABQ¼

algorithm-based qualitative; mABQ¼modified algorithm-based qualitative; GSQ¼Genant Semiquantitative; ECF¼ endplate/cortex fracture.
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or partial reshaping (because reshaping appears to be a growth-

dependent phenomenon). Pediatric radiologists may thus be

afforded an advantage in that they are often provided with a

retrospective “audit” of their diagnostic acumen.(52,57,61,62) For

diagnosis the observer may have to rely on morphometric

criteria because ossification of the centrum is centripetal from a

central ossification center in the centrum with mineralization

only reaching the vertebral endplates in adolescence.(57) As a

result, the ABQ methodology is of uncertain effectiveness

related to plain-film radiography in children. The long-term

implications of fractures in this age group will likely have

relevance to the interpretation of adult radiographs.

The reshaped vertebra often demonstrate a “bone-within-

bone” appearance echoing the maximum deformity,(52,57,61,63)

which is perhaps the vertebral equivalent of Harris’ lines of

arrested growth in long bones.(64) Siminoski and colleagues(65)

have also reported a slight difference in the segmental

distribution of vertebral fractures between children and adults,

with pediatric GSQ-defined fractures clustering somewhat more

rostrally and caudally than adult OVF.

Radiologists and OVF

The relationship of radiologists with OVF has often been uneasy

for several reasons. The radiology of OVF is complicated by

observations of OVF that radiologists too often fail to recognize

and/or report on radiographic examinations done for other

reasons.(66,67) The reporting of radiographs is often criticized for

the use of ambiguous descriptive language such as “deformity”

or “wedging,” as in: “There is mild wedging of mid-thoracic

vertebrae.” Perhaps the confusion surrounding the diagnostic

criteria for OVF has contributed to this situation and there has

been existential uncertainty about what is a vertebral fracture.

At the same time there is the challenge of so-called

opportunistic diagnosis whereby protocols might be modified

to proactively use sectional and other imaging, perhaps allied to

automated tools,(49) to look for OVFs incidental to examinations

done for other reasons.(68)

Given that the subject of OVF diagnosis has been fraught, the

recent evidence reviewed here is, perhaps, an opportunity to

reset the role of radiologists in osteoporosis care.

Conclusions

The information assembled in this review contains evidence that

observer agreement is best when applied to morphologically-

defined OVFs.(43,44) Furthermore, morphological vertebral frac-

tures seem to bemore strongly associated with lower BMD (both

spinal and femoral),(39,44,45) incident OVF,(44) and nonvertebral

osteoporotic fractures(41,44) than morphometric vertebral defor-

mities. Furthermore, the morphologic (qualitative) criteria best

identify vertebral fractures as indicating the state of bone frailty

predisposing to further fracturing.(39,43–45) The anatomical spinal

distribution of morphometric deformities and morphologic

fractures is different.(39,43,44) We believe there is now an

evidentiary basis for suggesting that morphological assessment

is the preferred strategy for use in diagnosing OVF from

radiographs. Furthermore, based on the information summarized

in this review, we have compiled a list of recommendations (Box

1) and unresolved issues (Box 2). The diagnosis of vertebral

fracture has not been subject to a consensus definition that can

be applied unequivocally in a clinical setting and harmonized in

Box 1. Recommendations

It is important for patient care that vertebral fractures are clearly identified, enumerated, and graded

The language used to describe fractures should be precise, unambiguous, and avoid equivocations such as in phrases such as “mild

anterior wedging in the mid-thoracic spine,” which do not contribute to patient management. Fractures should be specifically

identified as such.

Quantitative and qualitative tools have been proposed for fracture diagnosis but produce different estimates of fracture incidence.

The evidence now available indicates that a vertebral fracture is best diagnosed on the basis of morphologic (qualitative) damage

to vertebral end-plates and/or cortices.

In assessing radiographs for osteoporotic vertebral fracture (OVF), whenever possible previous spine images should be reviewed.

Deviations in vertebral dimensions from “normal” in morphometric analyses are neither a necessary nor sufficient basis for fracture

diagnosis.

Morphometric tools were intended to be limited to epidemiological or interventional studies and have been shown to have

considerable potential for overdiagnosis if used for the clinical assessment of individuals. This constraint must be observed.

Radiologists working in clinical care need to realize that, if using morphometric tools, particularly with respect to low-grade

deformities, they should caution referring clinicians that such lesions may not be fractures at all and have, at best, a weaker

predictive power for incident fracturing than morphologic fractures.

Box 2. Unresolved Issues

Do the lesser degrees of bone mineral density depletion seen with mild/moderate morphometric vertebral deformities have

implications in mortality and do they deserve some response in clinical care?

Of the three recent pivotal articles discussed here, two used nearly identical criteria (the ABQ paradigm) for diagnosing morphologic

fracture; the third potentially used slightly different criteria, albeit with very similar results. Jiang and colleagues(39) used both strict

and looser morphologic criteria which changed the ratio of true positives to false negatives. Ideally some way needs to be found to

offer evidence-based advice to radiologists and others on the practical issue of implementing the recommendations here.

There is a need for a lifelong study of the vertebral column by sex in health and disease.

If morphometry is to have any application in epidemiological research related to osteoporosis, receiver operating characteristic

curves should be derived to optimize a quantitative diagnostic threshold to be used (as has been suggested by Szulc and

colleagues(55)).
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epidemiological studies. Before computer-guided methods

can be developed for reliable use in unsupervised diagnosis,

the field requires a definition to be reached that is reflected in

better clinical outcomes for patients at risk of osteoporosis and

fractures. With this review, we trust the field has come closer in

that goal.
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